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ABSTRACT

This study traces the beginning of the Western awareness of the Islamic East from the Middle Ages until the nineteenth century. It touches specifically upon the Western spirit of intolerance toward the Islamic East.

Peter the Venerable, a Spanish physician who settled in England, and who translated Arabic science into Latin, was responsible for the crude caricature of the Moslem in European literature. Peter represented Islam to Latin Europe as a mere heresy which needed to be refuted. The hostile image of Islam was sustained until the late eighteenth century when the spirit of intolerance toward all non-Christian beliefs began to subside.

This study is divided into six chapters. Chapter I gives a short survey of the European awareness of Islam during the Middle Ages until the late eighteenth century. Chapter II traces the intellectual change in European attitude and the emergence of a relatively humanized vision of Islam and Moslem. Chapters III, IV, and V examine the vision of Islam in the Oriental poetry of Southey, Moore, and Lord Byron. Chapter VI summarizes the previous findings in comparison with the Oriental poetry of Goethe, the German romantic poet who succeeded in representing an authentic vision of Islamic East.
The image that Southey, Moore, and Byron sought of the East was far-fetched, exotic, and excessively embellished but never authentic. The nearest to genuine representation of the East among the British authors of the nineteenth century is Byron. However, his authenticity stems from a personal experience rather than from his understanding of the spirit of the East.

The sarcastic attitude which permeates the Western attitude toward Islamic faith did not disappear from these British authors' works. It appears repeatedly throughout.